Optimization over l × m × n integer threeway tables is NP-hard already for fixed l = 3, but solvable in polynomial time with both l, m fixed. Here we consider huge tables, where the variable dimension n is encoded in binary. Combining recent results on Graver bases and recent results on integer cones, we show how to handle such problems in polynomial time. We also show that a harder variant of the problem lies in both NP and coNP. Our treatment goes through the more general class of n-fold integer programming problems.
Introduction
Consider the following optimization problem over threeway tables with line-sums, + . It is NP-hard already for l = 3, see [1] . But, for fixed l, m it is solvable in polynomial time [2] , and in fact, in time which is cubic in n and linear in the binary encoding of w, e, f , g, see [3] . Assume throughout then that l, m are fixed. We call the problem huge if the variable number n of layers is encoded in binary. In this case, it may not be possible even to write down a single feasible table in polynomial time, let alone solve the above problem. What can be done, then? To describe our results on such huge table problems, let us adjust indexation as follows.
We consider each table as a tuple x = (x 1 , . . . , Let us proceed to describe a more general situation. We are now given t types of layers, where each type k has its cost matrix + . Now, in addition, we are given positive integers n 1 , . . . , n t , n with n 1 + · · · + n t = n, all encoded in binary. A feasible table x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) now must have first n 1 layers of type 1, next n 2 layers of type 2, and so on, with last n t layers of type t. Note that the symmetric case discussed above occurs as the special case of t = 1, and the standard (non-huge) table problem occurs as the special case of t = n and n 1 = · · · = n t = 1.
We can now define the huge + , and positive integers n 1 , . . . , n t , n with n 1 + · · · + n t = n, find an optimal table or assert that none exists.
Note that while t may be small, the set of possible layers of type k is Since problems in both NP and coNP are typically in P, it is particularly interesting whether the feasibility problem with variable t is indeed solvable in polynomial time.
These results follow from broader results which we proceed to describe. 
Its n-fold product is the following (r + sn) × (dn) matrix,
The n-fold integer programming problem is then the following,
where w ∈ Z dn , b ∈ Z r+sn , and l, u ∈ Z dn ∞ with Z ∞ := Z ⊎ {±∞}. For example, multiway table problems of any dimension are n-fold programs, as explained later. It was shown in [2, 4] , building on [5] [6] [7] , that n-fold integer programming for fixed bimatrix A can be solved in polynomial time. More recently, in [3] , it was shown that for fixed A it can be solved in time which is cubic in n and linear in the binary encoding of w, b, l, u, and that if only the dimensions r, s, d of A are fixed but A is part of the input, then it can be solved in time cubic in n, polynomial in the unary encoding of A, and linear in the binary encoding of w, b, l, u. See [8] for a detailed treatment of the theory and applications of n-fold integer programming.
The vector ingredients of an n-fold integer program are naturally arranged in bricks, where w = (w 1 , . . . , w n ) with w
. . , n, and likewise for l, u, and where
Call an n-fold integer program huge if n is encoded in binary. now must have first n 1 bricks of type 1, next n 2 bricks of type 2, and so on, with last n t bricks of type t. Standard n-fold integer programming occurs as the special case of t = n and n 1 = · · · = n t = 1, and symmetric n-fold integer programming occurs as the special case of t = 1. For k = 1, . . . , t the set of all possible bricks of type k is the following,
We assume for simplicity that S k is finite for all k, which is the case in most applications, such as in multiway table 
For t fixed, the problem can be solved in polynomial time even if the bimatrix A is a variable part of the input and encoded in binary.

3.
For A fixed and t variable and encoded in unary, the augmentation problem can be solved in polynomial time, namely, given a feasible point presented compactly, we can either assert that it is optimal or find a better feasible point.
We proceed as follows. In Section 2 we prove the above theorems. In Section 3 we discuss extensions to tables of any dimension and quad n-fold integer programming.
Proofs
We begin by proving the three parts of Theorem 1.3 one by one. First, note that point
So our assumption that each S k is finite implies that the set of feasible points is finite as well. Therefore, if the program is feasible, then it has an optimal solution.
The proof of part (1) makes use of a nice argument of Eisenbrand-Shmonin [9] .
Proof of Theorem 1.3 part (1).
Suppose the huge n-fold program is feasible. Then, as explained above, there is an optimal solution. Let x be an optimal solution with minimum value 
and thereforex is also optimal. But now we have
which is a contradiction to the choice of x. This completes the proof.
The proof of part (2) uses the following beautiful result of [10] building on [9] . 
:
: 
. Since x is feasible, we have
So y is a nonnegative integer combination of points of 
so we can construct a vector x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) with λ k z bricks of type k which are equal to z k for k = 1, . . . , t and all z ∈ S k . We then have
so x is feasible in the huge n-fold program, and has objective function value Now, using the algorithm for integer programming in fixed dimension [11] , we find
, t. Then any feasible point in the n-fold program has objective value in the interval
, and so by binary search on that interval and repeated application of the above procedure starting with L :=  t k=1 n k L k and U :=  t k=1 n k U k , we can solve the huge symmetric n-fold integer program in polynomial time.
For the proof of part (3) we need to review some facts about Graver bases. We introduce a partial order ⊑ on Z n by x ⊑ y if x i y i ≥ 0 and |x i | ≤ |y i | for i = 1, . . . , n. The Graver basis of an integer m × n matrix B is the set G(B) ⊂ Z n of all ⊑-minimal elements in {x ∈ Z n : Bx = 0, x ̸ = 0}. It is well known that the Graver basis is a test set for any integer program of the form min{wx : x ∈ Z n , Bx = b, l ≤ x ≤ u} defined by B, that is, if x is a feasible but not optimal in that program, then there is an element y ∈ G(B) such that x + y is feasible and better, see [8] . It is also known that the Graver basis of any integer matrix is finite, but it may be exponentially large. However, Graver bases of n-fold products are well behaved as we now explain. Let n ≥ g and let G(A (g) ) be the Graver basis of the g-fold product of a bimatrix A.
and all other bricks of y are 0. (g(A) ) ).
Proposition 2.2 (See [8]). For every bimatrix A there is a constant g(A) ∈ Z + , called the Graver complexity of A, such that for all n ≥ g(A), the Graver basis G(A (n) ) consists precisely of all n-liftings of elements of the Graver basis G(A
Proof of Theorem 1.3 part (3). Let g := g(A)
be the Graver complexity of A. If n < g, then we can solve the n-fold program, and in particular the augmentation problem, using integer programming in fixed dimension nd < gd in polynomial time [11] . So assume n ≥ g. Let λ 1 , . . . , λ t be a compact presentation of a feasible point x. Suppose x is not optimal. We show how to find y ∈ G(A (n) ) such that x + y is feasible and better. In fact, we can find y ∈ G(A (n) ) and step size α ∈ Z + such that x + αy is feasible and attains the best possible improvement attainable by any multiple of any Graver basis element. Consider any
be the disjoint union of the supports of the λ k (so a point which happens to be in the support of more than one λ k appears more than once). Consider a mapping
Such a mapping provides a compact way of prescribing an n-lifting y of h. For such a lifting and any α ∈ Z + , we will have that x + αy is feasible and better than x if the following conditions hold:
holds automatically.) Now, it can be checked if these conditions hold, say, with α = 1, and if they do, the maximum α for which they hold can be computed, easily in polynomial time. Moreover, a compact presentation µ 1 , . . . , µ t of the new better point x + αy can be obtained as follows. Begin by defining µ
This provides a compact presentation of the new feasible and better point x + αy. Now, since the bimatrix A is fixed, so is its Graver complexity g = g(A) and hence so is the number of elements h ∈ G(A (g) ). Moreover, the number of possible lifting mappings
g which is polynomial in the size of the input which includes the compact presentation λ 1 , . . . , λ t of x. So by going over all h ∈ G(A (g) ) and φ we can either find that there is no feasible better point of the form x + y and conclude that x is optimal, or find h ∈ G(A (g) ), mapping φ, α ∈ Z + , and compact presentation µ 1 , . . . , µ t of that x + αy which gives best improvement.
We proceed to establish Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. The statements of Theorem 1.2 regarding the optimization problem with fixed and variable t now follow from Theorem 1.3 part (2) and part (3) respectively.
We proceed to prove the last statement of Theorem 1.2, asserting that the feasibility problem with variable number t of types is in both NP and coNP. First note that if the problem is feasible then, by Theorem 1.2 part (1) it has an optimal solution 
Now, we consider the problem of minimizing the sum of all slack variables. Note that the value of this sum will be always nonnegative, and will be 0 if and only if all slacks are 0, which holds if and only if the restriction using this compact presentation, we can compute the sum of slacks and verify that it is positive, and using Theorem 1.2 part (3), we can verify that v is indeed an optimal solution, in polynomial time. This proves that the problem is in coNP.
Discussion
It was shown in [1] The quad n-fold integer programming problem was introduced in [12] as a common generalization of n-fold integer programming and stochastic integer programming. The problem is defined as follows. Let A be an (r, s) × (c, d) quadmatrix, by which we mean a matrix having the following block structure,
 .
Its n-fold product is the following (r + sn) × (c + dn) matrix, of n-fold programming [2] and stochastic integer programming [4] , it was shown in [12] that for the fixed quadmatrix this problem can be solved in polynomial time as well.
A huge version of this problem can be defined as before. Here a compact presentation of x = (x 0 , 
